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At her death in 1997, aged 88, celebrated concert pianist and music professor Agi Jambor 

willed her papers to Bryn Mawr College. Going through the collection, her niece, Frances 

Pinter, discovered a memoir of her life in Budapest during World War II as a “yellow-star”, 

with part-Jewish ancestry. This book is that memoir, written in 1950, shortly after her husband 

Imre Patai’s death. 

 

Agi had Aryan kin, but she and Imre were still threatened by Hungary's antisemitic restrictions, 

and when Germany moved in, its slave labor or death camps. The memoir has the sharp 

immediacy of recently experienced events: hair-breadth escapes, death of an infant son; hidden 

identities (three different sets of papers); living under fire from both sides, while out-

maneuvering both Nazis and Arrow Cross fascists. Lice-ridden, starved and emaciated, half-

blind from living in sub-cellars, making their way on collapsed bridges from one part of the 

Budapest to the other, they managed to survive until the Russians liberated them. They retained 

their wits, but it is no denigration to conclude that their survival was largely “dependent on the 

kindness of strangers.”  

 

Some were stranger than others. Graef, a Gestapo officer, took a liking to Imre, an expert in 

electronics, who was able to procure or service esoteric equipment. (Imre had pioneered 

television research for Philips in Holland before the war.) Graef shielded the couple as long as 

he could. There was the political policeman, Cserna, whose Jewish girlfriend forged their 

identity papers. Patai became Imre Nagy, while Jambor became Maria Kocsmanos, supposedly 

an Aryan former prostitute and pimp fleeing the Russians. Imre himself briefly operated a 

forged papers factory for the underground, aided by an unnamed Catholic priest who was 

actually a Jewish musician, vouched for by a friendly bishop. He performed so well that his 

parishioners begged him to remain their priest postwar, but he moved to Canada, where he 

taught at a university.  

 

The former Hungarian Ambassador to Switzerland, Virgil Posfay, had contacts with the 

Swedish legation. Thanks to him, the couple carried false Swedish papers and sheltered in the 

legation until the Germans closed it. A Mr. Halsany allowed them to sleep in his barn with his 

horses for a night. A Russian officer granted them safe conduct while the battle for the city 

raged. All the while they were pursued by the Arrow Cross, periodically identified and 

denounced by fascist neighbors. As a noted concert pianist and renowned physicist they were 



too conspicuous to blend in for long. Also, Patai required constant medical attention due to a 

series of heart ailments.  

 

 

 

 

The postwar portion of Jambor's memoir proceeds just as remarkably. As non-Communists 

unable to resume their careers, they depended on Red Cross packages from American friends. 

Then Russian fellow musicians arranged a few concert performances for UN representatives in 

Hungary, who in turn overcame Soviet obstinacy about exit visas to Sweden. The American 

legation in Stockholm supervised their recovery, helped Patai get a position at George 

Washington University, Jambor at American University, and granted them US visas. Leading 

musicians among Hungarian-American refugees arranged concerts, even a radio program. She 

even performed at the White House. Patai's heart gave out while he was teaching at 

Swarthmore. Jambor was awarded tenure at Bryn Mawr, teaching piano performance and 

pioneering studies in ethnomusicology. In 2019, just before this book's publication, the 

Hungarian American community sponsored a memorial concert at the Philadelphia Academy of 

Music. 

 

Pinter wisely acted as transcriber rather than editor, simply adding a postscript recounting 

Jambor's later life as a feminist and anti-war activist, and her brief second marriage to actor 

Claude Rains. The memoir, pungent, often grimly humorous, easily stands on its own. Often 

addressed directly to the future reader, it reveals her personality, and her recognition of luck as 

well as their pluck, in escaping extermination. 
  


